Simulation approach
A basic dilemma in fast ignition (FI) transport simulation is capturing the physics of the relativistic electron beam, while affordably describing the dense, cold ( 1 keV) background plasma. Resolving high-frequency Langmuir waves is prohibitive, and not essential since they are strongly damped by high collisionality. Light waves also need not be resolved, since the plasma is far above critical density for laser light. To solve this problem we use the implicit particle-incell (PIC) method, which numerically damps unresolved modes (ω∆t 1) while fully resolving the physics for ω∆t 1 subject to some numerical modification of the dielectric shielding [2] . Unlike some hybrid approaches which use simplified Maxwell equations or a resistive Ohm's law, this method can simulate the complete physics at low density and smoothly transition to an effectively reduced description at high density.
We use the PIC code LSP [3] in 2D cylindrical r-z geometry for our simulations. We employ an electromagnetic direct-implicit (as opposed to implicit-moment) PIC algorithm related to that of Ref. [4] . However, the "implicit magnetization" term is neglected. In the numerical field equations (see Eq. (97a) in [2] ), the term containing the implicit magnetization is smaller than the term containing the electrostatic "implicit susceptibility" (included in LSP) by roughly the factor v e ∆t/2L, where v e is the electron drift speed and L is a length scale. For the extreme case of v e = c and L = ∆x, this term is < 1/2 as long as the light Courant condition is respected (which we always do). We run with the fully-damped D1 scheme [5] . We do not simulate the short-pulse LPI, but instead excite an electron beam with a specified distribution from the background plasma. The E and B fields are found with an iterative ADI solver.
To reduce the cost of simulating the background plasma, we utilize LSP "fluid particles." They each carry mass, position, momentum (representing the drift of a thermal Maxwellian), and a temperature governed by an energy equation. Their evolution equations contain terms for fluid effects like heat conduction and pressure-gradient forces. These are automatically included in standard PIC with collisions, but must be explicitly added for fluid particles, whose momenta do not reflect any thermal spread. The fluid-fluid collision rate is the classical one for a hot plasma, without taking Fermi degeneracy or electron-electron collisions into account; this gives a resistivity scaling like T −3/2 e where T e is electron temperature. This may be inadequate for our conditions, and is being improved. We initially have nine fluid particles per cell per species, much less than would be needed by conventional PIC to resolve a thermal Maxwellian.
We extensively modified the collisions of the beam electrons off other species. We found LSP's original algorithm generated significant energy error. Our method scatters a test species off a field species, but not itself. This suffices for beam number densities much less than the background, which applies here. We follow a spatially grid-based method similar to Manheimer [6] and Lemons [7] (we adopt Lemons' spherical-coordinate algebra). We find cell-averaged fieldspecies moments (e.g., density and drift velocity), and increment each test particle's momentum u = γ β. On average, this yields a deterministic energy loss, and stochastic heating and angular spread. In the field species' drift frame, u changes from u 0 to u 0 + ∆ u with
are the (polar, azimuthal) angles with respect to u 0 , U φ is a uniform deviate on [0, 1), and N u , N θ are normal deviates with zero mean and unit variance. j = (e, i) for field (electron, ion) species. The inverse process, namely collisions of the field off test species, is done by energy and momentum conservation in each cell. Our exact formulas are those of Davies [8] , which essentially match Solodov's [9] .
ν 0,j = 4πcr 2 e n j Z 2 j , r e = e 2 /(4π 0 m e c 2 ) ≈ 2.82 fm, Λ = 2λ De m e cγβ/ , and λ De is the background electron Debye length. The energy loss is appropriate for a fast electron scattering off a cold, dense background, such that all electrons are effectively free (Fermi's density effect dominates any ionization-energy effects [8] ). Inclusion of nonzero field species temperature would give ν us,j = 0 (stochastic heating).
Calculations on an idealized NIF-ARC coupling target
We present LSP transport calculations for a compressed target appropriate to coupling (as opposed to ignition) experiments on NIF-ARC. ARC entails converting four NIF long-pulse beams (one quad) to a short-pulse laser. This should deliver ≈ 9 kJ of laser energy in a 5 ps pulse, at a wavelength of 1054 nm, into a spot with intensity half-width at half-max of ≈ 25 µm. We do not simulate the short-pulse laser, but instead excite an electron beam inside the simulation domain with a prescribed distribution function. In particular, we excite a beam with 4.8 kJ of kinetic energy (assuming a feasible laser to beam conversion efficiency of 53%) in a 5 ps flattop pulse, with linear ramps of 0.1 ps.
The beam distribution is f /f 0 = n( r, t)f E (E)f θ (θ) where dEdθ f = n, n is the beam density, f 0 is a scale factor, and θ is the polar angle of u with respect to the u z axis. Figure 1 (a) displays the initial profiles, which are spherically symmetric about z 0 = 140 µm. The initial plasma conditions represent an optimistic fast-ignition fuel assembly, in which no high-pressure "jet" coming from the core to the cone pushes the critical surface far from the fuel. All ions are fully ionized, which is reasonable given that we only use C and D ions and the initial temperature is >100 eV. The domain extends from (r, z) = (0, 0) − (100, 240) µm, the grid spacing was 0.5 µm except for an expansion of the r spacing to 1 µm over the first 5 µm to reduce spurious B fields near axis. The time step was 0.7 fs, and the run took 200 minutes of wall time on 38 Opteron cpu's to reach 7 ps of run time.
Figure 1(b) shows for several runs the fuel heating, or increase in background thermal energy in the "ignition region" of (r, z) = (0, 80) − (30, 120) µm. Our base case (solid black curve) has a C-D (equal parts atomic) plasma everywhere, and beam divergence ∆θ = 35 • . About 30% of the beam energy gets deposited in the ignition region. The final pressure, and background T e at several times, are shown for this run in Fig. 2 . Turning off magnetic forces (solid green) on all species reduces the coupling efficiency to 13%. Replacing C-D with pure D and keeping the same mass density (and thus electron density) slightly increases the coupling to 34%. One might expect a decrease in resistive B fields with pure D due to the lower Z, and thus a reduction in magnetic collimation and finally coupling. A possible reason this does not happen is that although the average Z and resistivity are lower, the increased ion number density means the heat capacity of pure D is increased. Thus, the plasma stays cold and more resistive longer.
The CD and D cases were rerun with magnetic forces and a larger angular spread of ∆θ = 60 • , giving the dashed black and red curves. They are close to each other, and the no magnetic force run. To mitigate the reduced coupling, we inserted into the pure-D case a pure-C "wire" from (r, z) = (0, 0) − (30, 70) µm, and smoothly varied the composition from C to D over 5 µm. A pinching azimuthal B is generated due to the radial resistivity gradient at the C-D interface (see Fig. 3 ). The resulting coupling (dashed blue curve) increases to about 21%. This shows the potential benefits of tailored material profiles to compensate for a poorly-collimated beam. Fig. 1(a) ). B θ < 0 gives an inward radial force on electrons.
These results suggest the energy coupling for plausible electron beams and targets can be 20-30%. We are extending this work to more realistic configurations, and the full ignition problem.
